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MISSION STATEMENT

In light of Church documents, Catholic schools in the Diocese of Reno, in partnership with parents, are committed to fostering gospel values, academic excellence
and life-long service in a faith-centered community.

I pray that each of you had a glorious Easter Sunday, and in keeping with our faith, remember that Easter Joy remains with us!
At this time, I am so grateful to be able to say that our school community has made a par-a-digm shift on a-dime in terms of continuing high quality K-12 Catholic education! This response includes pastors whose parishes have schools, donors, school administrators, faculty, students and especially parents! We are all responding to change in ways that a few weeks ago were inconceivable.
The mere fact that schools and those we serve could make this shift, albeit not without some hiccups, and the capacity to adjust
to distance learning is testament to the reality that our Catholic faith, curriculum, and instruction was already blended to a great
degree.
There are many ways that, even with this change, we are affirming our mission: In light of Church documents, Catholic schools in the
Diocese of Reno, in partnership with parents, are committed to fostering gospel values, academic excellence and life-long service in a faith-centered community.
The Diocese of Reno Catholic Schools Philosophy is also applicable to distance online learning.
Catholic schools strive to educate the whole person by promoting the spiritual, moral, physical, and intellectual
development of each student in an environment centered on Catholic values.
Catholic schools help students develop a loving relationship with God, promote spiritual growth, and provide
knowledge about and opportunities to practice the Catholic faith.
Catholic schools challenge the unique individual abilities of each student in such a manner as to enhance selfworth, self-discipline, responsibility, and to attain academic excellence.
Catholic schools seek to motivate students to live as part of a faith community which works to serve the needs
of society; to foster love of life, love of family and love of country.
Catholic schools seek to enable students to embrace the plurality of cultures and beliefs and to respect and reverence this plurality as a wonder of God.
Catholic schools are committed to fostering community through careful leadership, competent teaching and
cooperative endeavors with parents.
Our commitment to you, our Catholic School community is to provide a school experience that is faith-based, safe, and
provides the high caliber of education it takes to fulfill our mission and philosophy, the commitment that we have to what many
refer to as the “Catholic School Advantage.” This is because of the reality that parents choose our schools and make great sacrifices to keep their children in Catholic school. Therefore, we thank you and affirm our commitment to customer service to our
broad base of constituents, always focusing on our mission and philosophy, despite change.
Even now, many parents are making the shift to Catholic schools nationwide because they see the commitment of those
in the Catholic school community. So, as we continue in providing outstanding Catholic education, with a decision to raise the
bar and meet or exceed standards, we thank you, our parents, who are partnering with us in an education that is grounded in faith
and academics. God bless you and keep you safe today and always.
As we continue to celebrate Easter Joy, we are filled with gratitude for those who are making
great sacrifices every day in fulfilling our mission to shareholders. We pray that you will keep safe and healthy.
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While I am confident that each principal is communicating with you regularly regarding progress at school, since this is
“The Good News in Catholic Education,” I want to share some comments received from parents regarding their children’s experience with distance learning. Names of children and teachers are eliminated.

Dear children,
What an experience…what an opportunity… to learn… to pray fervently for our
family, for others, and for the world. Let’s
do the very best we can to communicate
well, respectfully, and without stress. All
of our academic challenges are not really a
problem—we can work them out together.
Like everything else, there is a learning
curve, so we have to be patient and understanding of others. If there was ever a
time where we need to walk in someone
else’s shoes—this is it!:)
I miss seeing you, correcting you, laughing with you, hearing your jokes, being
impressed by your insight…I miss you!
Stay well and be good to each other—
especially your parents.
Much love,
Your teacher

Thank you, your emails have become the highlight of my workday! My daughter is so excited to
continue learning, thank you for
all you do for her and all the
kiddos.

Dear teacher,
Thank you so much for your upbeat and kind check
in. My son is doing well and has his own office set
up. My son has a safe and lovely place to work. He
used it the first week and is again. I hope you are
doing as well as possible and I just wanted to say
thank you to all of you for doing such great work in
adapting to these crazy times.

These are a few of the pictures
I received this morning! I
know it will bring a smile to
your face. God is with us and
we are all in this together!
One child is all dressed up for
Mass and even her stuffed
Barney came.
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Hello,
Just wanted to thank you all for being
teachers! We adore our children but I will
just say..... we have such an appreciation
for you and your patience with our children! This is NOT easy!! Haha!!
Ps. If you have any good advice for us
parents please share! :)

Hello,

Thank you!

I just want to let you know that I am
so very grateful and appreciative to
our child’s teacher. I think she is
doing an amazing job with this distance learning/teaching. Our
daughter is keeping up with all of
her academics. When I have a
question for the teacher, I email
her, and she responds in a timely
manner. She has been great at answering all of my questions and
helping with whatever our daughter
and I need help with.

Just wanted to tell youthank you so much for
this and the emails
you’ve sent.
Our son’s day went
VERY smoothly. We are
so thankful for you!

Our teacher is doing an amazing
job.

This is great! Thank you for
providing continued structure and
stability to their learning amidst
everything going on around us! :)

Stay faithful and stay healthy!
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Father Bob Chorey from Our Lady of the Snows Parish, Fr. Jorge Herrera from Little Flower, Fr. Patrick Klekas from
St. Albert the Great Parish and Father Eduardo Gutierrez from St. Teresa of Avila have already or will be celebrating Mass for our students and their families online.

Times like these challenge us to define our priorities and count our blessings. Our greatest priority
is the health, happiness and success of our son.
BMCHS has done an exceptional job providing
an effective virtual classroom environment for
students without down time. This is truly
remarkable. Supporting schools for a living, I
have participated in how numerous schools have
responded and implemented a program for this
period of shut down. I have witnessed how numerous districts have responded to the
crisis. I have been struck by the haves and have
nots; which, I am so saddened about how the
majority of children in the United States are not
receiving quality, equitable and accessible educational opportunities. Our greatest blessing is that
our son is receiving a high-quality, rigorous, Catholic education. His teachers are doing an outstanding job of teaching
every day, maintaining high expectations, and
providing a routine to ensure that he continues to
learn. I want to thank you for your proactivity,
optimism and commitment to our children.

My son and I just wanted to let
you know that we miss you and
his school so much. Thank you
for all of your kind words
through email and I hope that this
whole mess is behind us all soon
and we can resume our normal
lives. This school is so important
to us and I hate that my son has
to miss out because of all this.

Daughter comes out to the kitchen at 8:05 to
announce to us that she needs quiet please
because school is now in session. She walks
back to her room and closes the door.
5 min later...... Mom runs into student in the
hall way.
Mom: "Umm, excuse me, do you have a hall
pass? What are you doing out of class?"
Child: (giggling), "Yes, I do. I need to feed my
chameleon (with a few meal worms in hand)."
Enters bedroom, closes door, "School is back in
session."
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During this challenging time, we are presented with circumstances
that many were not prepared for or could have imagined. For students who qualify and as funds are available, the Diocese of Reno
Scholarship (D.O.R.S.) can help ease the financial challenges of a
Catholic education, but it takes many to make this a reality.
D.O.R.S. will be needed more now than in the past. Please consider
making a donation to D.O.R.S. to continue its success and provide
assistance to those seeking the opportunities that a Catholic Education can provide.
Since the beginning, every dollar that has been donated has been
matched by an anonymous donor. If you are in a position to give
just a little bit, please do. A small investment now can reap great
benefits later.
For information on how to donate, call (775) 326-9430, or email
karenb@catholicreno.org or check our website:
www.catholicrenoscholarship.org.
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The Diocese of Reno is committed to the safety of our children and vulnerable adults.
Through the "Protecting God's Children" program we train people to be more aware of how to
protect children and vulnerable adults, and also the possible warning signs of abuse and neglect.
Each year children within our Religious Education programs and within our schools are provided the opportunity to participate in a program called “Empowering God’s Children.”
Together, all of us can help to create safe environments in our parish, schools, facilities and even
beyond.
To register for a background check and also take an online Protecting God’s Children Awareness
Session or to sign up for a live training, visit our website: https://renodiocese.org/safeenvironment/
For additional information, please contact Elda Juarez at (775) 326-9445.
While all volunteers need to read 24 continuing education bulletins and take a recertification review, you are encouraged to continue reading bulletins so you can stay aware and informed.
The following two articles are provided by Virtus. They address technology use.
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Users only need to pay when using the premium Skype
features like voice mail, texts or making voice calls to a
landline or cell phones that don’t also have the Skype
app.
Virtual Options for Safely Connecting with Others
By

Robert Hugh Farley MS

Introduction
The media today has inundated all of us with terms
and reports such as: “Stay at Home,” “Social Distancing,” “Self-Quarantine,” and, “Non-essential Businesses such as Bars and Restaurants Ordered
Closed.” So then, how does one connect with family
members, friends, acquaintances, our colleagues
from work, people with our ministries and the children who may be in our care (albeit remotely), while
also doing it safely and still protecting youth?
For the typical “non-techie” person, it’s going to take
a little time and lots of patience, but in this world of
ever-changing technology, it is possible to continue
moving forward with the self-isolation dilemma
while also connecting with others.

Options for Connecting
The simplest option for one to connect is by making
a phone call. Whether one has a landline phone or a
cell phone, all one has to do is use the device’s
speakerphone option and any number of people can
sit around the phone and easily join in a conversation.
Video-calling options are a fabulous way for people
to stay connected with face-to-face capabilities while
still practicing social distancing mandates.
If a person’s computer, cell phone or tablet has an
Internet or WIFI connection and a web-cam, that
person can utilize the device for video-calls by using
a free Skype application (app) download. Up to ten
people can join in a video-call using Skype. If everyone is simply using Skype, the video-call is completely free if you each have WIFI, regardless of where
you are located.
iOS update information for Apple devises can be retrieved from the Internet at:
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204204

Another option is utilizing Apple’s FaceTime app. If you
and the person you’re tying to connect with both have
an Apple device like an iPhone, you can easily create a
free FaceTime video-call with each other. One can also
create a Group FaceTime with up to 32 Apple devices
such as an iPhone, iPad or even a Mac. Unfortunately,
this video-calling technique only works for the devices
that support FaceTime, so Android users won't be able
to join in the video conversation. Additionally, one may
have to update the Apple iOS for the video-calling to
work on their device.
If one does not have an Apple device, one can download
the free Google Duo app, which is a video-calling version
of Apple’s FaceTime. Similar to Skype, Google Duo works
cross platforms, which means that unlike FaceTime, Android devices can connect with Apple devices using just
one app. Duo at this time only supports eight people in a
group video-call.
Another option for video-calling is the Google Hangouts
app. This download, free in the U.S. and Canada, allows
members to initiate and participate in text, voice or video-calls, either one-on-one or in a group. The Hangouts
apps are available for iOS and Android devices. You'll
need a Google account, such as a Gmail account or
Google Plus account, to use the Hangouts program. Up
to 25 people can join a video Hangout.
The Zoom app, available for iOS and Android devices, is
another option for remote conferencing or simple videocalling. Zoom allows free, one-on-one video calls or
groups of up to three callers. Unfortunately, the free
video-calls can only last up to forty minutes in length.
After that, there is a monthly subscription charge, but
the premium video-calls can last up to 24 hours and support as many as 100 callers.
The most popular video-calling app for the sociallyconnected Generation Z (those born between 19962010) is the free download Houseparty app, available for
iOS and Android devices. Although Houseparty is
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limited to only eight video-callers, a user can have several
"rooms" open at a time, the idea being that one can go
from to room to room like at a real house party.
The WhatsApp download, available for iOS and Android
devices, is popularly known worldwide for instant messaging, and is also free. WhatsApp also has a video-calling
platform that allows up to four people to connect together at a time.
The Facebook Messenger app, available for iOS and
Android devices, is another alternative for video-calling
one-on-one or in groups.
This list of video-calling options is not completely exhaustive, because new options appear constantly. The
best option for video calling depends on the type of
device that a person uses.

Concerns for Trusted Adults
As with any type of technology, a parent should monitor or at least be aware when a child or teen connects
with others in a video-call. Just as some people will take
advantage of a pandemic to price gouge, a child molester
will use the pandemic as an opportunity to try to gain video access to a bored or lonely child or teen, who is
forced to stay home, by offering companionship.
Another safety tip is for a parent to insist that parental
permission is required for the download of each App
on a mobile device. This is easily facilitated by a parent
retaining the password that is required to install a new
App on the device.
Technology continues to rapidly change. Parents and
all of us who are charged with protecting children must
continue our efforts to stay abreast of the many new
devices, software programs and the latest apps that
may be used by young people and child molesters
seeking to manipulate and sexually abuse children.

Note from the author: This technique was fully described in an earlier VIRTUS Online article that I authored titled, The Importance
of Mobile Device App Awareness.
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Mobile Device Dangers: Snapchat, Snap Map and Caller ID Spoofing
By Robert Hugh Farley, M.S.

Introduction
A mobile application, known simply as an "app," is a software application or a computer program that is designed to
run on a mobile communication device such as a phone, tablet or watch. Today, most mobile communication devices
are sold with several apps bundled as pre-installed software, such as a web browser, an email provider and a calendar.
With the ever-growing number of apps available at the Apple iOS or the Android App stores, adults and young people
are downloading more and more apps to their mobile devices.
For many, who are responsible and take safety precautions, some of the very popular social networking
and messaging apps can be an easy and fun way to
meet people and stay in touch with friends. Unfortunately, many are unaware of the dangers for children
and young people who utilize these social apps because children and young people can be exposed to
not only graphic images but in some cases, child molesters.

Snapchat and Snap Map Background
Snapchat, first released in 2011, is a popular social
networking app that lets its users easily snap (take)
and exchange photos, videos and text messages with
a selected group of friends. As of October 2019,
Snapchat reports having 210 million daily active users.1
Unlike Facebook or Twitter, which memorializes everything a user posts, the photos and videos that are shared on
Snapchat are meant to disappear once they have been viewed or within a pre-designated time. Unfortunately, many
children and young people fail to realize that like anything that is shared online, the digital images are often still there,
in some form, somewhere, forever.
Like other social media apps, Snapchat is extremely easy to download and use, despite easily overcome age restrictions. For example, once the Snapchat App has been downloaded to a device, all that one needs to sign up is a
name, email address and a birthdate. According to Snapchat's terms of service, a user must be 13 years old to join. But,
Snapchat unfortunately has no real age-verification process, so it is extremely easy for one to falsify their age by simply
providing a fake birthdate.
After providing a birthdate (real or fake), one next selects a "user name" or profile display name to connect with friends
or discover new friends. Many users will also use a Bitmoji for their profile image, which is a personal, animated cartoon avatar (created using another app). Once one has created an account, Snapchat offers a variety of features, allowing one to modify photos or make funny enhancements. Another feature simplifies video chatting or conferencing.
Snapchat also offers users entertainment news and games.
Unfortunately, as a result of the inadequate age-verification process, children and young people who have joined can
be easily manipulated by their new adult Snapchat "friends." Some of the new "friends" will snap sexually explicit
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photos to vulnerable victims and will groom vulnerable youth to send the sexually explicit pictures of themselves. They
might obtain more images from youth by saying that the photos will quickly disappear per the app's functionality,
which lowers the child's inhibitions.
Snap Map, first released in June 2017, is a Snapchat add-on feature that displays a user's location on a map in real
time. Snap Map uses geo-location to track a user's mobile device. As a result, Snap Map friends will see an image or
Bitmoji on a map. Further, it lets friends see where a person is located, right down to the very street. The geo-location
updates every time the app is opened, not just when a photo, video or text is sent or snapped. If friends have opted
into Snap Map, their locations are visible, too. One can turn this feature off, or use it in Ghost Mode, which allows the
user to view the map but not be seen by others.

Prevention
The biggest risk for a child or young person using any location-based app like Snap Map is having their location seen by
all of their friends, because some Snapchat acquaintances may not be real friends and may have bad intentions. It is
frightening to think that a molester could stalk a child or young person in real time from home, school, a store or even
to church. It is strongly encouraged that if children or young people are going to use Snap Map, that it only be used in
the Ghost Mode. Even better, that it not be used at all. Keep in mind that other elements in the background of photos
can also reveal locations (such as the image of a school, store, sign, neighborhood, car, etc.), even if the Snap Map add
-on of this app, or any similar app, isn't utilized.

Caller ID Spoofing
Caller ID, or caller identification, while seemingly innocuous, is another technology that may be used in an alarming
manner. As background, the caller ID process is initially transmitted at the start of the phone call and identifies the incoming caller before the receiver answers the phone. Call "screening" is the process of evaluating a telephone call before deciding whether to answer the call or not. Anyone who has a cell phone can screen a call-call screening is typically done by checking the receiver's caller ID display to see who or where the call is coming from. Unfortunately, with
newer technology, the caller ID information that is received on the device can be falsified.
Caller ID "spoofing," or faking, is a technology that allows one to alter the information sent to a device's caller ID display in order to hide the caller's true origin. In simpler terms, caller ID spoofing allows one to display a phone number
different than the actual number from which the phone call was placed. Multiple "caller ID faker" apps are available
for download at the Apple iOS or the Android App stores. These apps, some of which are free, are advertised in the
App stores as a funny way to prank or fool your friends. Other faker apps that are available at the App stores will even
allow a text user to spoof or fake the mobile number that was used in connection with transmitting a text message.

Prevention
Children and young people who use social networking and messaging apps are often very trusting regarding the people or "friends" that they have met or communicated with online. As part of the grooming process, a child molester
will progress (sometimes very quickly) from just messaging, and will attempt to actually talk in real time with a vulnerable child or young person. When receiving a call, a child or young person would typically check their phone's caller ID
display to see who or where the call is coming from, giving them a sense of security. Caller ID spoofing apps present an
enormous danger for these children and young people because it allows the molester to not only fake an identity, but
also fake a mobile phone number.
Conclusion
Technology continues to rapidly change. All of us who are charged with protecting children must continue our efforts
to stay abreast of the many new devices, software programs and the latest apps that may be used by young people, as
well as people seeking to manipulate and sexually abuse children.
Reference: 1. Snapchat daily active users 2019 - Statistic. www.Statista.com
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A CATHOLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION NEWSLETTER

Help!! I’m a Parent, Not a Teacher!!!
As schools all over the country have closed their doors
due to the coronavirus pandemic and children are engaging in remote learning for the foreseeable future,
this panicked cry can be heard rising up from homes
everywhere. Parents suddenly find themselves as the
primary encouragers of learning and, when necessary,
the actual teacher. Many feel ill-equipped to take on
this new role, lamenting, “I didn’t go to school for this”
and “There’s a reason I didn’t become a teacher.” And
let’s remember the sentiment that it’s hard to teach
your own children. I remember many tumultuous homework sessions with my own children that often ended
with yelling, tears and slammed doors. And I’m a teacher!!! Unfortunately, I don’t have all the answers…I wish I
did… but I do have some ideas borne from years as a
mother, a grandmother and a teacher that might help
navigate this very challenging time we’re all experiencing.
This is scary for all of us, especially children. One thing
we know from brain research is that it is difficult to focus and learn when we are scared and our lives are in
disarray. One of the most important things you can do
for your children is to help them feel safe. They probably
have many questions. Answer those questions, in an age
appropriate manner,

but don’t over inform. Sometimes less is more. The
CDC has a good resource for parents with guidance
about talking to your children about COVID-19
(https://www.cdc.gov/ coronavirus/2019-ncov/
community/schools-childcare/ talking-withchildren.html). In the end, they need to know that
they will be taken care of, no matter what. That assurance will help them be more available to learn in
this unconventional instructional environment.
Create a routine with realistic goals but allow for
flexibility. You can’t recreate your child’s school day
at home. It’s just not possible. But you can establish
a “school-like” routine for these long days at home
together. Routine provides predictability and, therefore, an element of calm for everyone. Even with an
established routine, though, it’s important to remember that remote learning of any kind requires
self-regulation, a skill that most children have not
fully developed. That’s where your oversight and
support will be essential. This doesn’t mean cracking
the whip, i.e., requiring your children to sit for long
hours working. It means setting realistic goals based
on what your child can accomplish and, frankly,
based on the needs of your family. Many parents are
working from home, sharing devices with their children, and sharing work spaces. You will have to establish a routine that accommodates everyone’s
work demands. That might mean creating an unconventional school day where direct instruction, or at
least completion of work that might require more
parental support, is happening later in the day after
mom and/or dad have completed their work day. In
those cases, plan school work and activities the children can accomplish independently while parents
are working. Things like educational games, crafts,
and exploring personal interests are all things children can handle on their own. And don’t forget to
schedule breaks. Children need time to disengage
from their work to regenerate (actually, all of us do).
Play matters, especially now. You may even need to
allow a little more screen time than usual…it’s
okay!!! Remember, flexibility is the name of the
game!
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Ask for help. If your child is struggling with the assigned work demands; if you have one device to share among three
children and everything they are being asked to do is online; if your child simply isn’t responding to you – reach out
to your child’s teacher for advice. Teachers can’t know if things aren’t working at home if parents don’t let them
know.
Let’s remember that this is new for everyone. It’s going to be messy. We need to give ourselves and each other permission to not have all of the answers.
My last bit of advice is to pray with your children. Let them experience through your example that despite all of the
uncertainty we can be sure that God is always there for us. He WILL see us through!!
Contributed by: Maggie Hubbard, Ed.D., is an instructional coach with more than 30 years of experience in Catholic
schools.
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